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MIGRATION OF A MULTIOFFSET VSP: A CASE STUDY IN NE BRITISH COLUMBIA’ 

MICHAEL A. SLAWINSKI’ AND JOHN M. PARKIN*’ 

ABSTRACT 

A walkaway vertical seismic profile (VP) was performed in the 
Talisman-Ocelot c-S4Ji93-P~4 well to image the Triassic antichal 
StruCt”re. Twenty SOUICCS, approximately paralleling tile dip direc- 
don, were deployed. Seismic images acquired in the complex geo- 
logical regimes of the foothills of NE British Columbia are often 
very difficult to interpret. In this study the VSP provided importanl 
infomatian al h critical stage of the drilling program. The initial ma- 
jrctory of *r well failed to encounter the stmcLure at the anticipated 
depth. The evaluation of the migrated VW image, along with uther 
data, including dipmeter, well logs and surface seismic, helped to 
direct the wellbore trajectory and successfully penetrate the strut- 
ture. 

The acquisition of all ZO offsets (ranging on either side of the 
welthead from the near offset to about tZO0 m), processing and 
interpretation was performed in about SO hours. Vibmseis trucks 
were used as the energy S”“rCe. Twenty-seven receiwrs in the bore- 
hole were posidoned 20 metres apart at depth between 1400 m and 
1940 m. Following processing, the final image of the subsurface was 
derived using the Kirchhaff migration scheme which combined all 
offsets. A relatively large number of source-receiver pairs as welt as 
the acquisition geometry which had sources, receivers and raypaths 
contained in a single plane. resulted in the necessary conditions for 
effective use of our Kirchhoff migration method. 

me VW offers several advantages as compared to surface seis- 
mic surveys. Notably, positioning of receivers in the weltbore can 
allow for the location of targets with respect ta the wellbore. 

INTRODUCTION 

In May 1994 a VSP was acquired in the c-54-J/93-P-4 
Talisman/Ocelot well in northeastern British Columbia. Prior 
to this study there had been numerous other VSP surveys 
acquired in this area. The special characteristic of this study 
lies in the fact that 20 surface source locations were used in 
gathering the VSP data. The sources were all approximately 
collinear and coincided with the regional dip direction and 
borehole deviation as shown in Figure 1. This recording 

s 

Fig. 1. Plan view of wellbore deviation and *ounce location* Al-A7 
and Sl-612. Axes are annotated in metres. The “lease road” on 
which ~wrces are deployed approximately parallels the dip direction. 

geometry allowed for a proper application of the VSP- 
Kirchhoff-Depth Migration algorithm, which, for optimal 
operation, requires that all sources, receivers and raypaths be 
coplanar. 

Imaging of complex stmctures by VSP migration has been 
investigated by several researchers. For instance, an insight- 
ful synthetic study was presented by Payne et al. (1994). A 
study including field examples was described by Zhu and 
Lines (1994). 

The purpose of this paper is to present a case study where a 
multioffset VSP was used successfully in an operational set- 
ting to help determine the location of the target and adjust the 
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drilling program in progress. We believe this is an important 
example of the use of a VSP in an exploration setting. 

EXPLORATION SETTING 

Gas is trapped in Triassic (Late Carnian-Norion) 
Pardonnet and Baldonal carbonates in open to tight asym- 
metric anticlines, which may be detached from the underly- 
ing Charlie Lake anhydrites and Lower Triassic 
(Doig/Montney) siltstones and shales. Fractures, optimally 
developed in the fold hinge, allow the reservoir to produce at 
very prolific rates (20-80 mmcfld). However, the asymmetry 
of the folds makes the optimal target narrow and easy to 
miss, resulting in either a low-productivity “backlimb” well 
or missing the crest and forelimb altogether. 

Rugged surface topography, variation in thickness and 
velocity of the surface layer, and complex subsurface geol- 
ogy, make the interpretation of the seismic data difficult. To 
constrain the interpretation, we have used surface geology, 
well control, and seismic data. In addition, checkshot surveys 
and VSPs provide us with regional velocity for depth conver- 
sion. 

the latter one requires only a reasonable velocity field for the 
algorithm. If the subsurface model is well known (as is often 
the case for the seismic data acquired on the plains) the VSP- 
to-CDP-Transform would often yield a sharper image with- 
out undesirable. yet intrinsic, artifacts of the Kirchhoff 
migration. If, on the other hand, the subsurface structure is 
not well known (as is often the case for the seismic data 
acquired in the foothills), the Kirchhoff migration can pro- 
vide a reasonable ilnage with a less accurate input model. 
Finally, it can be noted that both techniques may be used to 
arrive at the interpretation of the subsurface. with the VSP- 
to-CDP-Transform serving as a convenient verification for 
the model derived from the interpretation of the migration 
results. In the present study, the migration algorithm was 
used on its own. 

PREDICAMENT OF c-54-J WELL 

From initial drilling it appeared that, since the top of 
Triassic was not penetrated at the anticipated depth, the well 
trajectory had missed the apex and had paralleled the flank of 
the anticline. The drilling was stopped and the VSP data 
acquired, processed and interpreted. At the same time a suite 
of logs, including a dipmeter, was acquired. Based on all this 
information the most likely location of the apex of the anti- 
cline was inferred. When drilling resumed, the trajectory of 
the wellbore was deviated towards the new target. 

The Kirchhoff migration of VSP data stems from the con- 
cept that if a point source, a point receiver and a point scat- 
terer are contained in an infinite homogeneous, isotropic 
medium the location of the scatterer can be inferred from the 
traveltime of the signal taken to travel the path “source-scat- 
terer-receiver”. The distance travelled by the signal is the 
product of the traveltime and the speed of the signal in the 
medium. Thus it follows that the scatterer must be located on 
the ellipse whose string-length is equal to the distance tram- 
elled by the signal. Each source-receiver pair yields an 
ellipse corresponding to a single scattering point as shown in 
Figure 2. In a medium consisting of different velocity layers 
the term “ellipse” is used rather loosely, since a perfect 
ellipse corresponds only to a constant velocity medium. 

RUDIMENTS OF VSP MIGRATION 

The VSP provides information not contained in a surface 
seismic image. Firstly, the positioning of receivers (geo- 
phones) in the wellbore allows for deriving a reliable func- 
tion relating the seismic velocity and depth from the travel- 
time of first arrivals. Secondly, the positioning of reflectors 
with respect to the wellbore can be inferred from the travel- 
time of reflected waves. Proper location of reflectors in a 
complex geological regime, e.g., non-planar reflectors, is 
greatly aided by multiple sources and receivers yielding a 
large number of raypaths. Since the VSP data set is in the 
time-depth domain, construction of an interpretable image in 
offset-depth domain must involve a process of mapping 
between the two domains. 

A large number of source-receiver pairs allows the scat- 
terer to be more accurately located. For example, Figures 3a 
and b show reflections from a planar dipping interface gener- 
ated from a single source and captured by multiple receivers. 
In the migrated image, high amplitudes correspond to seg- 
ment of the interface illuminated by the source. The high 
amplitudes are created by the superposition of many ellipses. 
The migration “smiles” are an inevitable by-product of the 
process with limited number of sources and receivers. Only 
in the case of very many sources and receivers will the 
migrated VSP image be comparable to a high-fold surface 
seismic image as illustrated by the synthetic study of Payne 
et al. (1994). 

EXPERIMENTAL CONStDERATtONS 

Currently, there are two commonly used methods for 
transforming the VSP data into the offset-depth domain, 
namely VSP-to-CDP-Transform and Kirchhoff Migration. 
Our modelling studies, performed prior to the present study, 
show that the former is very dependent on accurate model of 
the subsurface, including proper location of interfaces, while 

In a geophysical application involving a complex subsur- 
face, a limited frequency bandwidth signal, and other experi- 
mental limitations and errors, the generation of VSP migra- 
tion requires careful acquisition, processing and 
interpretation. A crucial element in useful acquisition 
involves some knowledge of the study area to allow optimal 
deployment of sources and receivers. 

The selection of suitable source locations faces the chal- 
lenge posed by the rugged topography, and environmental 
considerations. The fortuitous location of the “lease road” in 
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Fig. 2. LOCUS of all possible reflection points in a uniform velocity field for a given source-receiver configuration given the distance travelled by the 
signal, i.e.. the product of traveltime and speed. The source and receiver constitute the focal points of the ellipse. 

the vicinity of c-54-J which paralleled the dip direction, 
played an important role in the feasibility of this study. 
Although it would be unreasonable to expect such a conve- 
Cent situation in all cases, one should consider the construe- 
tion of a “lease road” with a possible “walk-away” VSP in 
mind. 

Proper consideration of limitations imposed by both physi- 
cal and economic constraints must be taken into account for 
optimal acquisition. It is important to realire that there are 
numerous cases where either of the above-mentioned factors 
rules out the usefulness of the VSP survey. Obviously, it is 
preferable to assess the usefulness of u tool prior to investing 
a significant effort. 

PRE-SURVEY PIANNINC 

Several considerations had to be taken into account in 
order to limit the time of acquisition while still acquiring a 
useful image. Firstly, one must consider the expected distri- 
bution of reflectors in the subsurface, including depth to tar- 
get, reflectors dips and approximate seismic velocities in 
order to optimize the acquisition by properly locating 
sources and receivers. To answer some of the questions, pre- 
survey modelling is very useful. 

Since the available algorithm for Kirchhoff migration 
operates in the two-dimensional space, it is important to 
acquire the data in such a way that all sources, receivers, and 
raypaths are coplanar. This is possible if rapid changes in the 
structural picture are confined to a single azimuth, i.e., dip 
direction. In the context of the present study a road coincid- 
ing with the regional dip direction provided proper location 
for the deployment of sources. 

Source 

Fig. 3% Schematic diagram illustrating rays reflected from a planar 
dipping interface. 

The axis of the anticline inferred from the surface seismic 
data was expected to be perpendicular to the lease road 
allowing the data acquisition in the dip direction. Based on 
the geological knowledge of the area, the northeastern flank 
of the anticline was expected to be much steeper than the 
southwestern flank. The wellbore was believed to be located 
to the northeast of the steep flank of the anticline. Therefore, 
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Fig. 3b. Migration of synthetic data obtained from a planar dipping interface. Note the excellent correspondence of high amplitude with the dipping 
interlace. Also note the ‘“elliptical smile’ resulting from the construction of the image. 

in view of those factors, the sources were placed closer the bottom SO0 metres of the well would adequately image 
together above the SW limb of the anticline, while a wider the target. 
aperture was applied over the NE limb to capture. at a larger Vibrators were selected as the energy source due to the 
distance, the rays from a steeply dipping reflector. Also, by cxccllent repeatability of the signal and a relative ease and 
raytracing a simple model based on the current estimate of rapidity of operation. A linear “up-sweep” from 8 Hz to 60 
the geologic structure, the optimal locations of rzccivcrs in Hz was chosen as previous VSP studies in this area indicated 
the wellbore were established. This raytracing process indi- a significant loss of higher frequencies in the signal, and it 
cated that il range of receivers spaced 20 metres apart over was inferred that signals with frequencies higher than about 
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60 Hz would not be recorded. To increase the energy gener- 
ated by the source, a pair of synchronized vibrators was 
required at each source location. 

DATA ACQUISITION 

the more gently dipping flank (Figure 1). For each source- 
geophone combination, four sweeps were used. The signal, 
as observed during the initial stages of acquisition, appeared 
to have a good signal-to-noise ratio; hence, four sweeps per 
receiver level were considered sufficient in view of the over- 

Based on the pre-survey planning the receivers were 
deployed in the bottom portion of the well from 1940 metres 
to 1400 metres at a 20 m spacing. This interval was consid- 
ered the minimum interval necessary to obtain a useful 
image. 

Three pairs of vibrators were used to minimize the acqui- 
sition time. One pair was vibrating while the other two were 
moving to another source location and preparing to generate 
the signal. Twenty offset locations were acquired. Nineteen 
were used for imaging and one was used for velocity infor- 
mation. Seven offsets were located NE of the wellbore and 
spaced about 200 m apart to image the steeply dipping flank 
of the anticline. The remaining twelve offsets were located 
SW of the wellbore and spaced about 100 m apart to image 

all time constraint. 
In spite of the large scale of the acquisition, the entire 

operation took less than 36 hours. The data were acquired by 
Schlumberger of Canada. Upon completion of the acqnisi- 
tion the data were transferred to Calgary for rush processing 
in the offices of Western Atlas Logging. 

DATA PR~CESSINC 

The data from each offset were edited, summed and the 
first arrivals picked to produce nineteen total wavefield 
datasets. Editing and summing of the data indicated that four 
sweeps provided a marginally adequate signal-to-noise ratio. 
Typical borehole surveys in this area use six to eight sweeps 
when time is not such a severe constraint. 
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Fig. 4. Selected &convolved reflected wavefields from the SW swrce array constituting the input to migration 
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Fig. 5. Structural velocity model for migration, VelmWs are derived from checkshots and regional information. Note the deployment of sources along 
the suriace and receivers near the bottom 01 the wellbore~ 

Vclocily inlormioion wil5 ohlaincd fr1)w lhc chech~hi,l Ikconvolution yielding ii ~crwph115c ~~i~vclct was per- 
VSP data. In ordsr to minimize processing time. the dau fwmcd. In VSP dalil such dcconw1utiw consists of design- 
from the NE ofl’sct\ wcrc mcrgcd in u~~~mon-sh~~t gAer\ in ing an olxrahx tlon~ the direct xrib-ill and applying it 10 the 
order to Sor01 il sing c I dalacl. Similarly [he dilla from lhe rel~lectr‘d waves. Since :L dirccl ~mca~urcn~cn~ or the d~wng- 
SW oSl’sct\ wcrc mcrgcd tqcrhsr. The 1~0 ~nrerf~d dak~sers inf wawi’ield is r~awdcd. the wurcc si~nxrurc and mulliplcs 
were proccsscd indcpcndcntly usin: idcnlical procwsin? Srom it a!-e known u~d gnaw hc dccon\~olvcd 10 prxlucc it 
IlOW\. LcrII-phw rcllcctcd Mil\-c(icld 

The ;~p,xw”nw of Ihe ~ofi~l \v;~\efirlds \\‘ils con~pl&~tcd 
hy the prcscncc of con\-crrcd \*‘:L\cs i,s well ii\ reflected 
energy wilh movcout~ similar 10 Ihow OS dcwngoing wa~-c- 
field. The latter effect uas due to the skxply dipping rcllcc- 
ton Sclura~ion of lhc downgoing (dirc~l) and upgoinf 
(rellected) wavefields with opposite ~n~~ve~~uts was accon- 
plishcd by mcdi:m filtering. The dowgoing COIIYW~~ waves 
wwe :~ltenuawl by :I second applicaliun or median lihering. 
Kcmoval of reflected converted W:IVCS and rcllccliuns wilh 
downgoing movcou~s could no1 he adcqua~cly kxtcd wiliv 
opt sevcrel~ degrxhng the image. 

rkcl~ll~dvcd diliil SCIS Ilrllll IhC SW ““;‘.” ;1nd NE array 
were ~niigratul ii~depcndcntly using Kirchhilll dcl~h nligra 
tiom ,Z IPxiiill di\pl:ly ~~I’lhc inplll diei Iron1 Ihi. SW 0ifm is 
shown in Fiful-c 4. 

The domain iii which a niigrawd VSP inu&v i’ di\playcd 
is qui\-alcnl 10 that or a norm;il ~col~qical cross-section 
spanned hy hOri/onlill and crtical di>t:ince\. where:~\ the 
domain of the pre-migr:ltion display. spanned hy dcplh and 
tri~\;el~inlc. tlw\ 1101 have il simple pictoriid :eiAogic:ll cquiv- 
:denl. .Thus. for VSP d;u. the pr~lcc<\ or niigralior uxi\ist\ 
OS changing rhc dilmain in \h~llich lhc tlalil i’. diq9aye:‘i. I’!-iol 
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Fig. 6a. Migrated image with velocity model. High-amplitude zones indicate likely positions oi reflectors illuminated by ~ource~receiver configurations. 
POSitionS Of Sc’“ICBS nea, the surface and receivers near the bottom 0, the wellbore are shown~ 

to mifwtion. the depth to ;I @vcn receivel- it1 the wcllhorc is 
placed WI the hoi-imntal axis. while Irwcllimc is placed on 
lhc vertical axis. After migration. horizonral dislmcc i\ 
placed on the IhorimnW axis. while depth is pl;uxl on the 
b,ertical axis. 

A 211.input ~nodsl is rquiwd I’oI- VSP mifrxiolr. ‘The 
~mxJrl dclincs lhc structure of the velocily l’icld (or travel- 
time cillculillions. The model. hased on inlerprclalion of the 
surf:u seismic. velocity inl’orm;~tion fmn the checkslm \ur- 
\;cy and regional vrlocicy information, is shmvn in I?~ure 5. 
The SOUI’C~S and receivers are then tpmjccwl onto the ~nwlel 
with the wcllhcad being locatrd at I600 in on horimnl:ll 
axis. The resulrinf mi~r;axl imx~cs fl-om each ;may WCI’C 
idyrcd and corrrcled 1~ mlic diflbrences arid tmer& to 
create a single imqc as shown in Fifwr (la. .I’hc cnlirc pro- 
ccss~ng sequence was accomplished in I8 I~OUI-s w lh;lt ;I 
limcly interprrration cold hc made in ordrl- to whipmck the 
well and nlinimiLc rig COSIS. 

‘She intcrpxLalion I)( VSP data 5uUcrs. like all seismic 
data. Srom [he tprohlem of IIoIl~lltli(tuctl~.ss. The very cow 
structim or Ihc inu;c through lhe Kirchhul’l’ algorithm ~SII- 
cri~lc5 n~any ilrtililclx: mm1 n~rlahly. lhc elliptical slr;qc~ 
which contribute 10 the con\trxclion or the image xc slill 
vihihlc and rni~hl render the interprclalion ~mwc difficult. 
The inlcrprctcr will. aln~o~l incvilahly. he faced u’ith 
amhi~um~s r~sttlts. A relatively rcliahlc inlcl-pmation can he 
achieved hy applyin: ~twlofical con\ll.i~inls. its well :IS :III 
a~~ailahlc inlxmnlioll. e.g.. dipmcicl-. sonic Ii):\. c1c. Since 
lhe likely po\ilion of lhc 1.c~Icc10~. (II a scattering tpoinl. is 
indicated hy a hiph amplitude on 111~ inlafc. it has heen 
Sou11d lhi~l ii cotw~.-coded ;mplirudc display provides snore 
Inlimnalim imd all~nxs a ~more wliahlc pictul-c of the suhsul-- 
livx ttr hc deduced thx~ WIICII u\inf a black and white. sari- 
able-area &spl;ly. 

A sinrplc in!el-pretaion of ihc :udclinal wucturr is illw 
twtetl in Fifurc f~h. Note the hi@ ;Inlpliludc denoted hy 
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Fig. 6b. Magnification of the part of the image shown in Figure 6a. The interpretation suggests a Triassic anticline disturbed by a reverse fault whose 
existence is also inferred from well-logs. The position of the downthrown block was confirmed by drilling. 

purple interpreted as the location of the rcllcctol- which can 
lx compared with the image illustrated in Figure 3h. The 
“smiling” shape 01‘ the image is not 8 function of the feome- 
try of I-etlectors hut an inherent result of image construction 
hy superposition of ellipses. One must learn to interprel the 
migrwxl VSP image in spite of this misleading artifact. The 
prcscncc of the rwcrsc fault is inferred frwn both the VSP 
imqc and the interception of the fault plane by the wellhore 
as indicated by well logs (see Figure 7). 

In the Kirchhoff migrated image frmr all the offset Iwa- 
tions. the xmes of high amplitude wcrc located hehind the 
wcllhorc. This feature indicated that the crest of the anticline 
was situated tu the southwest of the well tl-qjecrol-y. The prer- 
cncc of scvcral zones of high amplitude su~~estrd that the 
strwture was not a simple anticline hut rather an anticlinal 
uplift which consisted of several imhl-ications separated by 
fiwlts. The lack of a CICU location corresponding to the sin- 
glc apcn cnhGled sevcrid complications x well as opened 

several oprions. The final decision concsrnin~ the selection 
of :L rather moderate deviation with rcspcc~ to trajectory 01 
the ori#nal well was hassd on several Cac~or~. I’iatly. the 
posilion OC the adjilccnt well (c-45-J) had to hc considered in 
view of the spacing unit. Secondly. hy drilling firther away 
from the afol-emrntioned well. the likelihood OC encountering 
and draining nc\v rcscrvcs wxs incrcascd. 

DlscwSIoN hNI, CoN(.I.t:SIo\S 

The modilied well tl-ajectory penetrated the structure and 
economic hydmcarhons were found Alicr 311 inCorm;~tion 
wa:, galhercd a (inal intcrprcta~ion was pcrlormcd. NCM- 
inlorm;ltion. derived mainly ICtom the dipmctcr III:! in the 
IICM’ wcllhmc was. in its ~enelal outline. consistent with the 
orifinal interpretation. Culain iul.iustmcnls. rclcl-ring to the 
ew~l spiiti:d position of rcflecto~~ were ncccswy as a result 
of the diwepancy helwwn the aclui~l and ~modcllcd vclocily 
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Fig. 7. Final interpretation of the subsurface based on all available information. The original and final (deeper) trajectories are shown. The adjacent 
well c-45-J (not shown) penetrates the anticlinal structure to the southwest of c-54-J 

fields. The high-amplitude zone visible in Figure hh at 
approximately I800 metres in depth. mwt likely corresponds 
to the highest point on the Triassic structwe. while the high- 
amplitude zone al ahout 2000 me&es in depth corresponds to 
rhc downthrown block. 

The VSP proved to be a useful twl; it provided il timely 
result which was used in combination with other gwlogical 
and geophysical information, to constrain the solution and 
make a decision on the deviation of the well. The image 
derived from the VSP has been subjected to only partial vu- 
fication by drilling, which tested one zone marked hy a high 
amplitude interpreted as a downthrown block. Another high- 
amplitude event. interpreted to he the crest of the Triassic 
anticline remans untated. 

The importance of the VSP study performed on the 
TalismaniOcelot c-54-J well goc~ beyond its use for this par- 
ticular well. It contributed 10 the understanding of several 
important aspects of prc-survey planning, acqoisilion, pro- 
cessing and intcrprctation. This sMly is an example of the 
VSP as an exploration tool and shows the importancr 01 
using multiple sources in imaging complex srructures. 
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